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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

 

Source One Management Services Explore How Millennial Talent is 
Shaping the Supply Chain Industry at ISM2017  

Willow Grove, PA (November 29, 2016) – Leading strategic spend management firm Source One 

Management Services announces it will return to the Institute for Supply Management’s Annual 

Conference as 2017 sponsors and featured speakers during the main event and exclusive sponsors of the 

premier ExecIn subconference. During ISM2017, emerging leaders from the procurement consultancy 

will shed light on millennial talent trends impacting the supply management industry in an exciting new 

session titled: Should I Stay or Should I Go? The presentation will explore the millennial mindset and 

offer guidelines and advice for a fruitful supply management career path that provides both stability and 

mobility.   

Michael Croasdale, Source One Senior Project Manager and an ISM and Thomasnet.com 30 Under 30 

Rising Supply Chain Star will be co-presenting the session alongside Associate Director and Council for 

Supply Chain Management Emerging Leader Award winner, Diego De la Garza. Croasdale shares; 

“Millennials receive a lot of flak for their negative stereotypes, such as their dependency on technology 

and job-hopping –just to name a few. However, these stereotypes are just that: stereotypes. The reality is 

that millennials bring new skills and characteristics that are redefining the workplace, particularly supply 

chain management. With exposure to all areas of the business and industries, supply chain management 

and procurement offer excellent career paths for millennials and employers can absolutely benefit by 

adding this generation to their supply chain departments. The goal of the session is to highlight how 

employers and millennials can align for a sustainable, mutually beneficial relationship.”  

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 75% of the workforce will consist of millennials by 2030 

creating an imperative for companies to understand the qualities and skillsets millennials can offer beyond 

the generational stereotypes. Source One’s Should I Stay or Should I Go? session led by two millennials 

personifying anti-stereotypical qualities of the generation, aims to dispel those traditional preconceptions, 

and showcase exactly how a career in supply chain management can be fulfilling for the emerging talent.   

With over two decades of experience leading Strategic Sourcing and Procurement (SS&P) initiatives for 

world-class organizations, the cost reduction consultants at Source One understand how supply 

management talent practices impact not only departmental efficiency and processes, but also the overall 

health of the enterprise. As a part of its Procurement Transformation Advisory Services, Source One has 

developed proven methodologies for assessing SS&P human capital practices and structure as well as best 

practices and strategies for managing supply management talent in a way that enables organization-wide 

success.  
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As sponsors of the Institute for Supply Management 2017 Conference, Source One will also be hosting 

booth #225. Attendees are welcome to stop by to learn more about the firm’s Procurement 

Transformation Advisory Services, as well as its portfolio of spend management solutions. 2017 is 

shaping up to be an exciting year for the procurement consultancy as it celebrates its 25th Anniversary. 

Source One looks forward to its future in delivering innovative supply management services. Last month 

the firm launched www.SpendConsultant.com, its spend analysis as a service online platform. The tool 

makes it easy for companies to derive actionable strategies for cost reduction with an easy to understand 

view of their spend history and patterns.   

About The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) 

The Institute for Supply Management™ (ISM) is a highly esteemed association and the largest 

organization dedicated to enhancing the procurement and supply management in field. For over a century, 

ISM has provided industry professionals and organizations with education, certifications, leadership 

development, and comprehensive research.   

About Source One 

Since 1992, Source One Management Services, LLC has provided best-in-class organizations with 

procurement and strategic sourcing solutions to enable effective supply and spend management. Source 

One offers an extensive portfolio of procurement services including Spend Analysis, Category 

Management, Procurement Transformation, and Supplier Relationship Management. With decades of cost 

reduction experience, Source One possesses the subject matter expertise and market intelligence to deliver 

sustainable budget optimization and procurement process improvements. For more information on Source 

One’s procurement services, visit: http://www.sourceoneinc.com/consulting-tools/sourcing-and-

procurement-services/procurement-services-overview/.  
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